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Motivation...
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hard?

// the world is 3D but the retina is 2D

// the curse of dimensionality

// considerable image variation



image variation!

do you recognize me now ?



~50% of            is for vision!



you         learned it...you         learned it...



Auditory 
Cortex

“Seeing” with your tongue

Auditory cortex learns to 
“see”

cortex is cortex is ...



Background
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Reverse Engineering
The Ventral Visual Stream

brain = 20 petaflops ?!



The Approach
Reverse and Forward Engineering the Brain
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The brain is a massively parallel computer

➡ Big models are paralyzingly slow to run

Why is modeling challenging?

Advice from Dave Cox:

“Don’t run anything that takes longer than a 
week to complete, because it will just crash 
halfway through anyways (or you’ll discover 
a bug) and you’ll never finish your Ph.D.”

Neural data only provides weak constraints

➡ Lots of parameters – hard to explore



Fukushima (1980)



LeCun et al. (1989)



Riesenhuber & Poggio (1999)



Serre & Poggio (2007)
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How are things done normally?

Usual Formula:

1) One grad student
2) One Model (size limited by runtime)
3) Performance numbers on a few 
standard test sets  

5) One Ph.D.

4) yay. we. rock.
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tew What’s better than this?

“Conjugate graduate student descent?”
- Nicolas Poilvert
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Doing things a little bit differently

1) One grad student
2) One Hundreds of Thousands of 
BIG Models
3) Performance numbers on a few 
standard test sets 

4) yay. we. rock.

5) Hundreds of Thousands One PhD ?



Linus Pauling
(double Nobel Prize Winner)

If you want to have good ideas 
you must have many ideas.”“

Most of them will be wrong, 
and what you have to learn is 

which ones to throw away.

“
”



High-throughput 
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large family of 
brain-inspired models

very inclusive!

Pinto, Doukhan, DiCarlo, Cox PLoS 2009

52 parameters

more than 1025 

possible unique 
combinations!



thousands of big models

The curse of speed

large amounts of unsupervised 
learning experience



The curse of speed
...and the blessing of massively parallel computing

No off-the-shelf solution? DIY! 

Engineering (Hardware/SysAdmin/Software)          Science

Leverage non-scientific high-tech 
markets and their $billions of R&D...

Gaming: Graphics Cards (GPUs), PlayStation 3

Web 2.0: Cloud Computing (Amazon, Google)
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DIY GPU pr0n (since 2006) Sony Playstation 3s (since 2007)

The blessing of GPUs



Now: 70-100 GPUs in House

• Custom Made
• Off-the-shelf 

components
• Tailored to our needs
• Much cheaper than X
• Fun !

2010-2012 @ MIT/Harvard



A Match Made in Heaven
Brains are parallel, GPUs are parallel

Multiple scales of parallelism:
“Embarrasingly” parallel: video 
frames, regions
Fine-grained: independent “neurons,” 
operating on overlapping inputs

≈



A Match Made in Heaven
Images In, Images Out

Image processing particularly well-suited
Excellent Arithmetic Intensity: very 
natural to load image patches into 
shared memory
Data: 2D / 3D locality

≈



A Match Made in Heaven????
A Programming Hell...

But:
They are hard to program efficiently...

≈



Meta-programming

!



Meta-programming !

Leave the grunt-programming to the 
computer (i.e. auto-tuning like ATLAS or FFTW)
• Dynamically compile specialized versions 

of the same kernel for different conditions 
• Empirical run-time tuning
• For free: smooth syntactic ugliness: unroll 

loops, index un-indexable registers, etc.



“Instrument” your solutions:
• Block size 
• Work size
• Loop unrolling
• Pre-fetching
• Spilling
• etc.

Meta-programming !

... and let the computer generate
find the optimal code





How?



Always use the right tool !



texture<float4, 1, cudaReadModeElementType> tex_float4;
__constant__ float constant[$FILTER_D][$FILTER_W][$N_FILTERS];

#define IMUL(a, b) __mul24(a, b)
extern "C" {

#for j in xrange($FILTER_H)

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j${j}(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

#set INPUT_BLOCK_W = $BLOCK_W+$FILTER_W-1
    __shared__ float shared_in[$INPUT_BLOCK_W][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+$j)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
#for i in xrange($LOAD_ITERATIONS)
#if $i==($LOAD_ITERATIONS-1)
    if((threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i)<$INPUT_BLOCK_W)
#end if
      {
	 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+$BLOCK_W*$i);
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][0] = input_v4.x;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][1] = input_v4.y;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][2] = input_v4.z;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
#end for

Cheetah



PyCUDA/PyOpenCL (by Andreas Klockner)

Klöckner, Pinto, Lee, Catanzaro, Ivanov, Fasih (ParCo 2011)

Render Template

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167819111001281#aff7
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167819111001281#aff7


Basic GPU Meta-programming System

GPU Meta-Programming: A Case Study 

in Biologically-Inspired Machine Vision 

[GPU Computing Gems]

Pinto N, Cox DD



texture<float4, 1, cudaReadModeElementType> tex_float4;
__constant__ float constant[$FILTER_D][$FILTER_W]
[$N_FILTERS];

#define IMUL(a, b) __mul24(a, b)
extern "C" {

#for j in xrange($FILTER_H)

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j${j}(float4 *input, float4 
*output)
  {

#set INPUT_BLOCK_W = $BLOCK_W+$FILTER_W-1
    __shared__ float shared_in[$INPUT_BLOCK_W][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+$j)*INPUT_W + 
blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + 
blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
#for i in xrange($LOAD_ITERATIONS)
#if $i==($LOAD_ITERATIONS-1)
    if((threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i)<$INPUT_BLOCK_W)
#end if
      {
	 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+$BLOCK_W*
$i);
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][0] = input_v4.x;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][1] = input_v4.y;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][2] = input_v4.z;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
#end for

#include <stdio.h>

texture<float4, 1, cudaReadModeElementType> tex_float4;
__constant__ float constant[4][4][4];

#define IMUL(a, b) __mul24(a, b)
extern "C" {

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j0(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+0)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j1(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+1)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j2(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+2)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j3(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+3)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

}

conv_kernel_template.cu
conv_kernel_4x4x4.cu



texture<float4, 1, cudaReadModeElementType> tex_float4;
__constant__ float constant[$FILTER_D][$FILTER_W]
[$N_FILTERS];

#define IMUL(a, b) __mul24(a, b)
extern "C" {

#for j in xrange($FILTER_H)

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j${j}(float4 *input, float4 
*output)
  {

#set INPUT_BLOCK_W = $BLOCK_W+$FILTER_W-1
    __shared__ float shared_in[$INPUT_BLOCK_W][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+$j)*INPUT_W + 
blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + 
blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
#for i in xrange($LOAD_ITERATIONS)
#if $i==($LOAD_ITERATIONS-1)
    if((threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i)<$INPUT_BLOCK_W)
#end if
      {
	 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+$BLOCK_W*
$i);
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][0] = input_v4.x;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][1] = input_v4.y;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][2] = input_v4.z;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
#end for

conv_kernel_template.cu

conv_kernel_4x4x4.cu

20 kB

conv_kernel_8x8x4.cu

64 kB



Benefits?



Smooth syntactic ugliness



Smooth syntactic ugliness

Manipulations that are not easily 
accessible in CUDA C code:
• loop unrolling (possibly fine-controlled)



Smooth syntactic ugliness

Manipulations that are not easily 
accessible in CUDA C code:
• fine-controlled loop unrolling / jamming

(...)
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j1(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+1)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j2(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+2)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j3(float4 *input, float4 *output)
  {

    __shared__ float shared_in[131][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+3)*INPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*0);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*0][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    if((threadIdx.x+128*1)<131)
      {
	
 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+128*1);
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][0] = input_v4.x;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][1] = input_v4.y;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][2] = input_v4.z;
	
 shared_in[threadIdx.x+128*1][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
    __syncthreads();

    // -- compute dot products
    float v, w;

    float sum0 = 0;
    float sum1 = 0;
    float sum2 = 0;
    float sum3 = 0;
    
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][0];
    w = constant[0][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][0];
    w = constant[0][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][0];
    w = constant[0][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][0];
    w = constant[0][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[0][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][1];
    w = constant[1][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][1];
    w = constant[1][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][1];
    w = constant[1][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][1];
    w = constant[1][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[1][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][2];
    w = constant[2][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][2];
    w = constant[2][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][2];
    w = constant[2][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][2];
    w = constant[2][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[2][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+0][3];
    w = constant[3][0][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][0][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+1][3];
    w = constant[3][1][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][1][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+2][3];
    w = constant[3][2][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][2][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    v = shared_in[threadIdx.x+3][3];
    w = constant[3][3][0];
    sum0 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][1];
    sum1 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][2];
    sum2 += v*w;
    w = constant[3][3][3];
    sum3 += v*w;
    
    // -- store output
    output[out_idx].x += sum0;
    output[out_idx].y += sum1;
    output[out_idx].z += sum2;
    output[out_idx].w += sum3;
  }  

}



How about #pragma unroll ?
(why don’t you trust the compiler?)



Using GPUs for Signal 

Correlation

Michael Clark
with

Paul La Plante and Lincoln Greenhill

The Murchison Widefield Array

Daniel A. Mitchell

Figure 3: On the left is an image of the J2107-2526 field produced by integrating 8-second snapshots over

the entire time interval without blanking. On the right is an image of the field after RFI blanking and peeling,

along with contours of the unpeeled image.

occasion, reflect or refract into the receivers at levels that are orders of magnitude above the noise

floor. During deep integrations the MWA real-time system will simply discard dubious data. This

will require a series of data-quality tests, of which the simple median-based detector shown here

will form an integral part.
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we are not alone....

Don’t trust compilers

• Compare these “identical” code fragm
ents

a += 
b*c +

 d*c 
+ e*f

 + g*
h;

a += 
b*c;

a += 
d*c;

a += 
e*f;

a += 
g*h;

1020 GFLOPS

770 GFLOPS

Thursday, 27 January 2011



Smooth syntactic ugliness

Manipulations that are not easily 
accessible in CUDA C code:
• variable-length argument lists



Smooth syntactic ugliness

Manipulations that were not easily 
accessible in CUDA C code:
• index un-indexable resources (e.g. regs)



Explore design decision 
space more freely



Basic GPU Meta-programming System

GPU Meta-Programming: A Case Study 

in Biologically-Inspired Machine Vision 

[GPU Computing Gems]

Pinto N, Cox DD



caching
... too many 

optimizations?

bank conflicts

coalescing

partition camping
clam

ping

m
ix

ed
 p

re
ci

si
on

broadcasting

streams
zero-copy

loop unrolling



can’t d
ecide ?

keep them all !



Exploring design decision space more freely

Meta-programming:

• enables efficient learning of the GPU 
hardware/software

• allows full exploitation of the GPU 
architecture



texture<float4, 1, cudaReadModeElementType> tex_float4;
__constant__ float constant[$FILTER_D][$FILTER_W]
[$N_FILTERS];

#define IMUL(a, b) __mul24(a, b)
extern "C" {

#for j in xrange($FILTER_H)

  __global__ void convolve_beta_j${j}(float4 *input, float4 
*output)
  {

#set INPUT_BLOCK_W = $BLOCK_W+$FILTER_W-1
    __shared__ float shared_in[$INPUT_BLOCK_W][4+1];

    // -- input/output offsets
    const uint in_idx = (blockIdx.y+$j)*INPUT_W + 
blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    const uint out_idx = blockIdx.y*OUTPUT_W + 
blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    float4 input_v4;

    // -- load input to shared memory
#for i in xrange($LOAD_ITERATIONS)
#if $i==($LOAD_ITERATIONS-1)
    if((threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i)<$INPUT_BLOCK_W)
#end if
      {
	 input_v4 = tex1Dfetch(tex_float4, in_idx+$BLOCK_W*
$i);
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][0] = input_v4.x;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][1] = input_v4.y;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][2] = input_v4.z;
	 shared_in[threadIdx.x+$BLOCK_W*$i][3] = input_v4.w;
      }
#end for

conv_kernel_beta_template.cu ...
mad.rn.f32 $r4, s[$ofs3+0x0000], $r4, $r1
mov.b32 $r1, c0[$ofs2+0x0008]
mad.rn.f32 $r4, s[$ofs3+0x0008], $r1, $r4
mov.b32 $r1, c0[$ofs2+0x000c]
mad.rn.f32 $r4, s[$ofs3+0x000c], $r1, $r4
mov.b32 $r1, c0[$ofs2+0x0010]
mad.rn.f32 $r4, s[$ofs3+0x0010], $r1, $r4

...

version A

version B

...
mad.rn.f32 $r1, s[$ofs1+0x007c], c0[$ofs1+0x0078], $r1
mad.rn.f32 $r1, s[$ofs2+0x0000], c0[$ofs2+0x007c], $r1
mad.rn.f32 $r1, s[$ofs2+0x0008], c0[$ofs2+0x0080], $r1
mad.rn.f32 $r1, s[$ofs2+0x000c], c0[$ofs2+0x0084], $r1
mad.rn.f32 $r1, s[$ofs2+0x0010], c0[$ofs2+0x0088], $r1

...
2x faster... Why ?

using decuda by Wladimir J. van der Laan 



Exploring design decision space more freely



Exploring design decision space more freely

When USE_THREAD_PER_FILTER is True

• each thread will access different cmem 
locations (in order) 

using the decuda disassembler by Wladimir J. van der Laan 
(Python-based)



Exploring design decision space more freely

When USE_THREAD_PER_FILTER is False

• each thread will access the same cmem 
locations (broadcast) 

using the decuda disassembler by Wladimir J. van der Laan 
(Python-based)



Exploring design decision space more freely

v.s.
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Exploring design decision space more freely

2x faster... Why ?

v.s.

more registers

thread-dependent data movement



Q9450 (Matlab/C) [2008]

Q9450 (C/SSE) [2008]

7900GTX (OpenGL/Cg) [2006]

PS3/Cell (C/ASM) [2007]

8800GTX (CUDA1.x) [2007]

GTX280 (CUDA2.x) [2008]

GTX480 (CUDA3.x) [2010] 974.3

339.3

192.7

111.4

68.2

9.0

0.3

>1000X speedup is game changing...

Pinto, Doukhan, DiCarlo, Cox PLoS 2009
Pinto, Cox GPU Comp. Gems 2011

speed
(in billion floating point operations per second)

(Fermi)

Bergstra, Pinto, Cox InPar 2012
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Summary

Meta-programming:

• can assist exploration and manual 
optimization

• can de-clutter highly-optimized code

• is easy and flexible with the right tools 
(e.g. Python, PyCUDA/CL, Cheetah, decuda)

➡ helps get drastic speed-ups !
➡ facilitates “auto-tuning” !



Results
(Science!)



L1

L2

L3

input

Read-out

n. of !lters

kernel 
size

kernel 
size

number of !lters

number of !lters

Learning

kernel 
size

normalization
neighborhood

normalization
neighborhood

normalization
neighborhood

norm strengththresh/sat

norm strengththresh/sat

norm strengththresh/sat

Rate
Trace
“Temp. Adv.”
“Auto-reset”

...

Learning

Rate
Trace
“Temp. Adv.”
“Auto-reset”

...

Learning

Rate
Trace
“Temp. Adv.”
“Auto-reset”

...

large family of 
brain-inspired models

very inclusive!

Pinto, Doukhan, DiCarlo, Cox PLoS 2009

52 parameters

more than 1025 

possible unique 
combinations!
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High-throughput Screening
Validate on faces

Pinto, Doukhan, DiCarlo, Cox PLoS 2009

V1-like
state-of-the-art
(from literature)

high-throughput models
(baseline)

vs.
SIF

T 
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Human vs. Machine
8-way object categorization

99.1

64

31.3

baseline best model best human

chance (12.5%)



Human vs. Machine
8-way face identification @ variation 2

81.6

60.8

21.2

baseline best model best human

chance (12.5%)



What does it all mean?
preprocessing

norm: zero-mean

➡  
complete contrast 
invariance is bad? ➡  

layer 3
competition neighborhood

limited local 
competition is good?



...

!1

!2

!k

�
�

�

NormalizePool
Filter

Threshold &
Saturate

Grayscale Input
Normalize

L1 L2 L3
Linear SVM

what have we learned ?
What does it all mean?

➡  dimensionality: more filters is better
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!1
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!k

�
�

�

NormalizePool
Filter

Threshold &
Saturate

Grayscale Input
Normalize

L1 L2 L3
Linear SVM

what have we learned ?
What does it all mean?

➡  learning is difficult
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...

!1

!2

!k

�
�

�

NormalizePool
Filter

Threshold &
Saturate

Grayscale Input
Normalize

L1 L2 L3
Linear SVM

what have we learned ?
What does it all mean?

➡  non-linearities are important

NormalizePool
Threshold &

Saturate



...

!1

!2

!k

�
�

�

NormalizePool
Filter

Threshold &
Saturate

Grayscale Input
Normalize

L1 L2 L3
Linear SVM

what have we learned ?
What does it all mean?

➡  max-pooling too strong?

Pool

selectivity / tolerance tradeoff



...

!1

!2

!k

�
�

�

NormalizePool
Filter

Threshold &
Saturate

Grayscale Input
Normalize

L1 L2 L3
Linear SVM

what have we learned ?
What does it all mean?

➡  normalization is very important

Normalize

missed in previous modeling efforts
now confirmed by LeCun et al. & Poggio et al.
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P H Y S I C S

Microwave Manipulation 

Optical lattices populated by neutral atoms are

a good candidate for storing quantum infor-

mation. Normally, internal degrees of freedom

such as the hyperfine state are used to create

the basic information unit, the qubit. However,

atoms also possess motional degrees of free-

dom; for example, the confinement of atoms in

the lattice wells creates quantized vibrational

states. These motional degrees of freedom are

usually controlled by introducing time-depend-

ent lattice potentials. Now, Förster et al. use

microwave fields to effect transitions between

vibrational levels of opposite hyperfine states

of Cs atoms. Atoms in the two hyperfine states

are loaded into two lattices spatially offset

from each other. This arrangement enables

transitions between different vibrational states,

but the probability depends on the overlap of

the (offset) wave functions. If the lattice is

deep, transitions only happen between neigh-

boring, slightly offset wells; if it 
is shallow, the

offset can be increased and the atom becomes

delocalized. Effective initialization into the

lowest vibrational state is achieved, and Rabi

oscillations between arbitrary vibrational states

are demonstrated. This approach may lead to

full control of quantum transport, likely a

necessity for processing quantum information

in this system. — JS

Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 233001 (2009). 

C E L L B I O L O G Y

In the Wild

Malaria is one of the most prevalent infectious

diseases and kills around 900,000 people per

year. It is caused by parasites of the genus Plas-

modium, which are transmitted to humans by

mosquitoes and enter red blood cells, causing

fever and, if left untreated, death. Human

pathogens of all kinds can develop resistance to

the most effective drugs, such as artemisinin, so

there is a constant need to identify new com-

pounds. Animal models of malaria have proven

problematic to establish, and most studies have

used laboratory cultures of human blood cells to

grow the parasites. While important insights

into the life cycle and pathogenic action of Plas-

modium have come from these in vitro studies,

a recent study of clinically isolated samples of

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 327 1 JANUARY 2010

13

EDITORS’CHOICE

Plasmodium in comparison to laboratory cul-

tures revealed differences in gene expression

profiles. Acharya et al. have analyzed the pro-

tein expression profiles of two species of Plas-

modium that were isolated from the blood of

patients; they identified about 100 proteins,

some of which had not been found in laboratory

cultures and could make promising drug or vac-

cine targets. — HP

Proteomics Clin. Appl. 3, 1314 (2009).

N E U R O S C I E N C E

The Next Top Model

Consumers may be familiar with high-end

graphic processing components in video game

consoles, such as the PlayStation3, or as a con-

sequence of outfitting personal computers

ordered online with NVIDIA graphics cards;

these advances

in hardware

have also

attracted the

attention of

procurement

officials in the

military serv-

ices. In the aca-

demic realm,

Pinto et al. have

harnessed the power

of clustered graphics

processors to assess the relative performance of

machine vision models of object recognition.

The availability of massively parallel processing

power at reasonable cost allowed them to

explore, in 1 week versus 2 years, sizable

regions of parameter space by varying the num-

ber of filters, the learning rate, and so forth.

They generated a library of 7500 models that

were trained on individually rendered objects

during an unsupervised learning phase, and

then screened on the basis of recognizing cars

versus planes, which were presented in a range

of orientations and on a variety of backgrounds.

The top-ranked models were then evaluated

broadly across other objects and on one of the

toughest recognition tasks—photographs of

human faces—and compared to a number of

sophisticated algorithms, which yielded a small

set of parameter values that were associated

with high object recognition accuracy. — GJC

PLoS Comput. Biol. 5, e1000579 (2009).

EDITED BY GILBERT CHIN AND JAKE YESTON

B I O M E D I C I N E

Sealed with a Platelet

The fetal circulatory system has distinctive

anatomical features because the fetus

obtains oxygen through the placenta rather

than through its lungs. Before birth, a blood

vessel called the ductus arteriosus (DA)

allows blood to bypass the nonfunctional

fetal lungs by connecting the pulmonary

artery, which supplies blood to the lungs,

with the aorta, which supplies blood to the

rest of the body. This vessel normally closes

a day or two after birth, but in some new-

borns, it remains open and can lead to life-

threatening complications. Studying new-

born mice, Echtler et al. make the surprising

observation that platelets—cells noted for

their role in blood clotting—were recruited

to the lumen of the DA within 20 minutes

after birth of the mice; when platelet pro-

duction or function was disrupted, the DA

failed to close completely, leading to abnor-

mal patterns of blood flow. The recruited

platelets play a dual role in DA closure—by

forming a physical plug that seals the lumen

of the constricted DA and by altering the

behavior of other cell types involved in

blood vessel remodeling. — PAK

Nat. Med. 10.1038/nm.2060 (2009).
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P H Y S I C S

Microwave Manipulation 

Optical lattices populated by neutral atoms are
a good candidate for storing quantum infor-
mation. Normally, internal degrees of freedom
such as the hyperfine state are used to create
the basic information unit, the qubit. However,
atoms also possess motional degrees of free-
dom; for example, the confinement of atoms in
the lattice wells creates quantized vibrational
states. These motional degrees of freedom are
usually controlled by introducing time-depend-
ent lattice potentials. Now, Förster et al. use
microwave fields to effect transitions between
vibrational levels of opposite hyperfine states
of Cs atoms. Atoms in the two hyperfine states
are loaded into two lattices spatially offset
from each other. This arrangement enables
transitions between different vibrational states,
but the probability depends on the overlap of
the (offset) wave functions. If the lattice is
deep, transitions only happen between neigh-
boring, slightly offset wells; if it is shallow, the
offset can be increased and the atom becomes
delocalized. Effective initialization into the
lowest vibrational state is achieved, and Rabi
oscillations between arbitrary vibrational states
are demonstrated. This approach may lead to
full control of quantum transport, likely a
necessity for processing quantum information
in this system. — JS

Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 233001 (2009). 

C E L L B I O L O G Y

In the Wild

Malaria is one of the most prevalent infectious
diseases and kills around 900,000 people per
year. It is caused by parasites of the genus Plas-

modium, which are transmitted to humans by
mosquitoes and enter red blood cells, causing
fever and, if left untreated, death. Human
pathogens of all kinds can develop resistance to
the most effective drugs, such as artemisinin, so
there is a constant need to identify new com-
pounds. Animal models of malaria have proven
problematic to establish, and most studies have
used laboratory cultures of human blood cells to
grow the parasites. While important insights
into the life cycle and pathogenic action of Plas-

modium have come from these in vitro studies,
a recent study of clinically isolated samples of

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 327 1 JANUARY 2010 13

EDITORS’CHOICE

Plasmodium in comparison to laboratory cul-
tures revealed differences in gene expression
profiles. Acharya et al. have analyzed the pro-
tein expression profiles of two species of Plas-

modium that were isolated from the blood of
patients; they identified about 100 proteins,
some of which had not been found in laboratory
cultures and could make promising drug or vac-
cine targets. — HP

Proteomics Clin. Appl. 3, 1314 (2009).

N E U R O S C I E N C E

The Next Top Model

Consumers may be familiar with high-end
graphic processing components in video game
consoles, such as the PlayStation3, or as a con-
sequence of outfitting personal computers
ordered online with NVIDIA graphics cards;
these advances
in hardware
have also
attracted the
attention of
procurement
officials in the
military serv-
ices. In the aca-
demic realm,
Pinto et al. have
harnessed the power
of clustered graphics
processors to assess the relative performance of
machine vision models of object recognition.
The availability of massively parallel processing
power at reasonable cost allowed them to
explore, in 1 week versus 2 years, sizable
regions of parameter space by varying the num-
ber of filters, the learning rate, and so forth.
They generated a library of 7500 models that
were trained on individually rendered objects
during an unsupervised learning phase, and
then screened on the basis of recognizing cars
versus planes, which were presented in a range
of orientations and on a variety of backgrounds.
The top-ranked models were then evaluated
broadly across other objects and on one of the
toughest recognition tasks—photographs of
human faces—and compared to a number of
sophisticated algorithms, which yielded a small
set of parameter values that were associated
with high object recognition accuracy. — GJC

PLoS Comput. Biol. 5, e1000579 (2009).

EDITED BY GILBERT CHIN AND JAKE YESTON

B I O M E D I C I N E

Sealed with a Platelet
The fetal circulatory system has distinctive
anatomical features because the fetus
obtains oxygen through the placenta rather
than through its lungs. Before birth, a blood
vessel called the ductus arteriosus (DA)
allows blood to bypass the nonfunctional
fetal lungs by connecting the pulmonary
artery, which supplies blood to the lungs,
with the aorta, which supplies blood to the
rest of the body. This vessel normally closes
a day or two after birth, but in some new-
borns, it remains open and can lead to life-
threatening complications. Studying new-
born mice, Echtler et al. make the surprising
observation that platelets—cells noted for
their role in blood clotting—were recruited
to the lumen of the DA within 20 minutes
after birth of the mice; when platelet pro-
duction or function was disrupted, the DA
failed to close completely, leading to abnor-
mal patterns of blood flow. The recruited
platelets play a dual role in DA closure—by
forming a physical plug that seals the lumen
of the constricted DA and by altering the
behavior of other cell types involved in
blood vessel remodeling. — PAK

Nat. Med. 10.1038/nm.2060 (2009).
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P H Y S I C S

Microwave Manipulation 

Optical lattices populated by neutral atoms are
a good candidate for storing quantum infor-
mation. Normally, internal degrees of freedom
such as the hyperfine state are used to create
the basic information unit, the qubit. However,
atoms also possess motional degrees of free-
dom; for example, the confinement of atoms in
the lattice wells creates quantized vibrational
states. These motional degrees of freedom are
usually controlled by introducing time-depend-
ent lattice potentials. Now, Förster et al. use
microwave fields to effect transitions between
vibrational levels of opposite hyperfine states
of Cs atoms. Atoms in the two hyperfine states
are loaded into two lattices spatially offset
from each other. This arrangement enables
transitions between different vibrational states,
but the probability depends on the overlap of
the (offset) wave functions. If the lattice is
deep, transitions only happen between neigh-
boring, slightly offset wells; if it is shallow, the
offset can be increased and the atom becomes
delocalized. Effective initialization into the
lowest vibrational state is achieved, and Rabi
oscillations between arbitrary vibrational states
are demonstrated. This approach may lead to
full control of quantum transport, likely a
necessity for processing quantum information
in this system. — JS

Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 233001 (2009). 

C E L L B I O L O G Y

In the Wild

Malaria is one of the most prevalent infectious
diseases and kills around 900,000 people per
year. It is caused by parasites of the genus Plas-

modium, which are transmitted to humans by
mosquitoes and enter red blood cells, causing
fever and, if left untreated, death. Human
pathogens of all kinds can develop resistance to
the most effective drugs, such as artemisinin, so
there is a constant need to identify new com-
pounds. Animal models of malaria have proven
problematic to establish, and most studies have
used laboratory cultures of human blood cells to
grow the parasites. While important insights
into the life cycle and pathogenic action of Plas-

modium have come from these in vitro studies,
a recent study of clinically isolated samples of

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 327 1 JANUARY 2010 13

EDITORS’CHOICE

Plasmodium in comparison to laboratory cul-
tures revealed differences in gene expression
profiles. Acharya et al. have analyzed the pro-
tein expression profiles of two species of Plas-

modium that were isolated from the blood of
patients; they identified about 100 proteins,
some of which had not been found in laboratory
cultures and could make promising drug or vac-
cine targets. — HP

Proteomics Clin. Appl. 3, 1314 (2009).

N E U R O S C I E N C E

The Next Top Model

Consumers may be familiar with high-end
graphic processing components in video game
consoles, such as the PlayStation3, or as a con-
sequence of outfitting personal computers
ordered online with NVIDIA graphics cards;
these advances
in hardware
have also
attracted the
attention of
procurement
officials in the
military serv-
ices. In the aca-
demic realm,
Pinto et al. have
harnessed the power
of clustered graphics
processors to assess the relative performance of
machine vision models of object recognition.
The availability of massively parallel processing
power at reasonable cost allowed them to
explore, in 1 week versus 2 years, sizable
regions of parameter space by varying the num-
ber of filters, the learning rate, and so forth.
They generated a library of 7500 models that
were trained on individually rendered objects
during an unsupervised learning phase, and
then screened on the basis of recognizing cars
versus planes, which were presented in a range
of orientations and on a variety of backgrounds.
The top-ranked models were then evaluated
broadly across other objects and on one of the
toughest recognition tasks—photographs of
human faces—and compared to a number of
sophisticated algorithms, which yielded a small
set of parameter values that were associated
with high object recognition accuracy. — GJC

PLoS Comput. Biol. 5, e1000579 (2009).

EDITED BY GILBERT CHIN AND JAKE YESTON

B I O M E D I C I N E

Sealed with a Platelet
The fetal circulatory system has distinctive
anatomical features because the fetus
obtains oxygen through the placenta rather
than through its lungs. Before birth, a blood
vessel called the ductus arteriosus (DA)
allows blood to bypass the nonfunctional
fetal lungs by connecting the pulmonary
artery, which supplies blood to the lungs,
with the aorta, which supplies blood to the
rest of the body. This vessel normally closes
a day or two after birth, but in some new-
borns, it remains open and can lead to life-
threatening complications. Studying new-
born mice, Echtler et al. make the surprising
observation that platelets—cells noted for
their role in blood clotting—were recruited
to the lumen of the DA within 20 minutes
after birth of the mice; when platelet pro-
duction or function was disrupted, the DA
failed to close completely, leading to abnor-
mal patterns of blood flow. The recruited
platelets play a dual role in DA closure—by
forming a physical plug that seals the lumen
of the constricted DA and by altering the
behavior of other cell types involved in
blood vessel remodeling. — PAK

Nat. Med. 10.1038/nm.2060 (2009).
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Real-world apps?
testing the generality and scalability of the approach



collab. with Zak Stone & Todd Zickler @ Harvard

Facebook
Really Real World Problem

3TB+ uploaded 
every day 

billion of photos

dense, collaborative 
face labels

enormous scale



Relevance to Social Networking

slide courtesy of David Cox



Relevance to Social Networking



collab. with Zak Stone & Todd Zickler @ Harvard

“Facebook100”
typical social network size?

Pinto, Stone, Zickler, Cox (CVPR 2011)



collab. with Zak Stone & Todd Zickler @ Harvard

> 86% 
accurate
(w/ 90 training examples)

Auto-tagging
 a network of 100 Facebook friends

Pinto, Stone, Zickler, Cox (CVPR 2011)





vs face.com
comparison with a heavily-specialized commercial system

Pe
rfo

rm
an

ce
 (%

 c
or

re
ct

)

training example(s) / friend

V1-like
(one layer)

L3

Pinto, Stone, Zickler, Cox (CVPR 2011)

(best technology around)
face.com

(hardware-accelerated
brute-force random model)



NVIDIA GTX280:

In-House Cluster (100 GPUs):

Amazon EC2 (cg1.4xlarge):

~ 2 hours

~ 2 min

~ $2.10
(~20 min)

Scalability
processing budget of a typical personal photo library



Some Real World Impact ?





Outline

1.  GPU Computing for AI

2.  AI for GPU Computing



Intelligent

with Machine Learning

and fast

Auto-Tuning

with James Bergstra and David Cox



Intelligent

with Machine Learning

and fast

Auto-Tuning
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Auto-tuning: two approaches

• Analytical model-based optimization:
- pros: very generic (dominant in compilers), fast 

“inference”

- cons: hard to build, domain expertise required, auto-
tuned code far from peak

• Empirical optimization:
- pros: auto-tuned code close to peak (dominant in 

specialized libraries e.g. ATLAS, FFTW), easier to build

- cons: very slow “inference” (for new inputs, etc.)



Empirical Auto-Tuning

The goal is to empirically optimize execution 
time given both

• the environment

- hardware (GPU, CPU, Memory, Mobo, etc.)

- software (SDK, Compiler suite, etc.)

• the data (input dimensions, repetitions, etc.)



Empirical Auto-Tuning with Meta-programming

GPU Meta-Programming: A Case Study 

in Biologically-Inspired Machine Vision 

[GPU Computing Gems]

Pinto N, Cox DD



Intelligent

with Machine Learning

and fast

Auto-Tuning
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• Empirically-learned model-based 
optimization:

- pros: auto-tuned code close to peak*, easier to build (?), 
fast “inference” (for new inputs, hardware, etc.)

- cons: unexplored !

* could be dominant in specialized libraries
(e.g. machine learning!)
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ABSTRACT
The rapidly evolving landscape of multicore architectures
makes the construction of e⌅cient libraries a daunting task.
A family of methods known collectively as “auto-tuning”has
emerged to address this challenge. Two major approaches to
auto-tuning are empirical and model-based: empirical auto-
tuning is a generic but slow approach that works by mea-
suring runtimes of candidate implementations, model-based
auto-tuning predicts those runtimes using simplified abstrac-
tions designed by hand. We show that machine learning
methods for non-linear regression can be used to estimate
timing models from data, capturing the best of both ap-
proaches. A statistically-derived model o�ers the speed of
a model-based approach, with the generality and simplicity
of empirical auto-tuning. We validate our approach using
the filterbank correlation kernel described in Pinto and Cox
[2012], where we find that 0.1 seconds of hill climbing on
the regression model (“predictive auto-tuning”) can achieve
an average of 95% of the speed-up brought by minutes of
empirical auto-tuning. Our approach is not specific to filter-
bank correlation, nor even to GPU kernel auto-tuning, and
can be applied to almost any templated-code optimization
problem, spanning a wide variety of problem types, kernel
types, and platforms.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to power consumption and heat dissipation concerns,

scientific applications have shifted from computing platforms
where performance had been primarily driven by rises in the
clock frequency of a single “heavy-weight” processor (with
complex out-of-order control and cache structures) to a plat-
form with ever increasing numbers of “light-weight” cores.
Interestingly, this shift is now not only relevant to compu-
tational sciences but to the development of all computer sys-
tems: from ubiquitous consumer-facing devices (e.g. phones)
to high-end computer farms for web-scale applications (e.g.
social networks).
Although the future lies in low-power multi-core hardware
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designs, the field lacks consensus on exactly how the di�er-
ent subsystems (memory, communication and computation)
should be e⌅ciently integrated, modeled and programmed.
These systems have exhibited varying degrees of memory
hierarchy and multi-threading complexity and, as a conse-
quence, they have been increasingly relying on flexible but
low-level software-controlled cache management and paral-
lelism [Asanovic et al., 2006] in order to better control and
understand the various trade-o�s among performance, reli-
ability, energy e⌅ciency, production costs, etc. This evo-
lution has profoundly altered the landscape of application
development: programmers are now facing a wide diversity
of low-level architectural issues that must be carefully bal-
anced if one is to write code that is both high-performance
and portable.

1.1 Motivation
In this rapidly evolving landscape, the construction of gen-

eral development tools and libraries that fully utilize system
resources remains a daunting task. Even within special-
ized architectures from the same vendor, such as NVIDIA’s
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and the Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA) [Nickolls et al., 2008, NVIDIA,
2011], many developers default to massive amounts of man-
ual labor to optimize CUDA code to specific input domains.
In addition, hand-tuning rarely generalizes well to new hard-
ware generations or di�erent input domains, and it can also
be error-prone or far from optimal. One of the reason is that
kernels can produce staggeringly large optimization spaces
[Datta et al., 2008]. The problem is further compounded
by the fact that these spaces can be highly discontinuous
[Ryoo et al., 2008], di⌅cult to explore, and quasi-optimal
solutions lie at the edge of “performance cli�s” induced by
hard device-specific constraints (e.g. register file size or low-
latency cache size).

1.2 Auto-Tuning
One strategy for addressing these challenges is to use one

of a variety of automatic methods known collectively as
“auto-tuning.” Two major auto-tuning approaches have emer-
ged in the extensive literature covering the subject (see sur-
veys in e.g. [Vuduc et al., 2001, Demmel et al., 2005, Vuduc
et al., 2005, Williams, 2008, Datta et al., 2008, Cavazos,
2008, Li et al., 2009, Park et al., 2011]): analytical model-
driven optimization and empirical optimization [Yotov et al.,
2003].
The model-driven optimization approach uses analytical

abstractions to model the hardware architectures, in order
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Interestingly, this shift is now not only relevant to compu-
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designs, the field lacks consensus on exactly how the di�er-
ent subsystems (memory, communication and computation)
should be e⌅ciently integrated, modeled and programmed.
These systems have exhibited varying degrees of memory
hierarchy and multi-threading complexity and, as a conse-
quence, they have been increasingly relying on flexible but
low-level software-controlled cache management and paral-
lelism [Asanovic et al., 2006] in order to better control and
understand the various trade-o�s among performance, reli-
ability, energy e⌅ciency, production costs, etc. This evo-
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of low-level architectural issues that must be carefully bal-
anced if one is to write code that is both high-performance
and portable.

1.1 Motivation
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resources remains a daunting task. Even within special-
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Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and the Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA) [Nickolls et al., 2008, NVIDIA,
2011], many developers default to massive amounts of man-
ual labor to optimize CUDA code to specific input domains.
In addition, hand-tuning rarely generalizes well to new hard-
ware generations or di�erent input domains, and it can also
be error-prone or far from optimal. One of the reason is that
kernels can produce staggeringly large optimization spaces
[Datta et al., 2008]. The problem is further compounded
by the fact that these spaces can be highly discontinuous
[Ryoo et al., 2008], di⌅cult to explore, and quasi-optimal
solutions lie at the edge of “performance cli�s” induced by
hard device-specific constraints (e.g. register file size or low-
latency cache size).

1.2 Auto-Tuning
One strategy for addressing these challenges is to use one

of a variety of automatic methods known collectively as
“auto-tuning.” Two major auto-tuning approaches have emer-
ged in the extensive literature covering the subject (see sur-
veys in e.g. [Vuduc et al., 2001, Demmel et al., 2005, Vuduc
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